BÜCHERTIGER SUPPLIES
PRICE LIST (SEPTEMBER 2020) 1
With Büchertiger Supplies I founded the shop
which I would have wished to find when I started
out binding books.
I am stocking threads of various manufacturers
all over Europe and the world. My focus is on
linen threads and other natural threads that are
used in bookbinding. Most recently I started
expanding to silk threads as these are the
traditional choice for Asian style bindings.
Beside thread I also stock parchment pieces,
ideal for training both calligraphy and small
parchment bindings, binding kits, and paper
goods.

Corona-Virus-Status (5th December 2020):
Due to the novel corona virus pandemic, services (especially international deliveries) are
running slower and less predictable than the slow and unpredictable you would suspect
when shipping around Christmas anyway.
Currently my kids are not going to school, and therefore my webshops are closed(on Etsy
or Folksy search for buechertigersupplies). But you can still order directly through me via
email to order@kurzke.co.uk. Due to homeschooling I can’t pick up the phone for most of
the day, but you can try 07757015477 on the weekend. I do not currently admit visitors to
my studio, unfortunately. If you call by phone, I will usually ask you to confirm your
posting address via email when placing orders where-ever possible.
Processing times at this time is about a week, as I’ll only be able to shop on weekends. I
can’t offer Rush orders (same or next day dispatch) at this time. Unfortunately postal
services are not quite as fast as we are used to, and especially international mail is still
heavily affected by the pandemic.
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Valid until it’s not. – Sorry to be so unspecific. Please ask whether the document is still valid before placing an
order to be sure; the valid price is always the one that I name in the pro-forma you’ll receive after your request
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Linen Thread
Gruschwitz WMZ, NeL 18/3Z
This German linen thread is firmly twisted and
then calendered which makes it strong and gives
it a faint sheen. It is not waxed. It is advisable to
wax it by hand (it can be machine waxed if you
have a waxing machine) before using it to sew
leather.
If you are going to use it for bookbinding you
probably will want to wax it, too. With some
experience, it can be used non-waxed for smaller
volumes which for open spine bindings has the
advantage of no wax on the outside. This is an
advantage since wax attracts dirt and dust like a magnet.
There are 20 different colours available from Gruschwitz. Most have a beautiful, natural
greyish-ness to it, characteristic of only mildly bleached threads.
I am selling the thread on 50g spools and in measured length pieces. If ordering more than
5m you can mix colours (minimum length per colour 5m). Prices incorporate a bulk discount.
Prices are examples, if a different total is required, please ask for a price.

FULL SPOOL, 50G, APPROX. 140M
5M
10M
15M
25M
50M
75M
100M (get this for 5m of each colour)
COLOUR CHART
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ALL PRICES IN GBP £2
12.40
3.95
6.20
8.00
11.45
19.15
26.90
33.80
10.00

I am registered as a small business and therefore do not take, handle, and mark out VAT
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Bulk Discounts when ordering through me directly:
For measured pieces of thread a bulk discount is incorporated into the prices. For full spools I
can offer:
5% discount from 5 spools, 7% from 10 spools, 10% from 15 spools, 12% from 20 spools
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Fil Au Chinois, Lin Cable
Ah, lin cable, the most lush among the linen
threads. Cabling makes the thread especially even
and round, enhances abrasion resistance and
strength in general. When viewed from close up it
looks more like very fine rope rather than thread.
It is thinly waxed before cabling which gives the
thread its luxurious sheen without rendering it
sticky.
Without a doubt this is the best thread you will find for creating leather products. Like other
linen thread it can be used where-ever a strong thread is needed. Customers have used it for
creating puppets on a string, fine macramé, or creative wearable art, just to name some. And
of course it can be used for bookbinding. As it is so especially strong, it is not usually suitable
for conservation work.
The thread is produced in 5 different thicknesses, I currently stock 44 colours in their two
thickest callipers (called 332 and 432), and a smaller variety of colours in the thinner sizes
532 and 632.
I am selling the thread on full 50g spools, and the No. 332 and 432 in measured length pieces.
(I can probably be persuaded to break up other spools too, if needed. Give me a shout-out if
required.) When choosing a total of more than 5m in one strength you can mix colours
(minimum length per colour 5m). The prices incorporate a bulk discount, and the listed steps
below are examples.

50g spool
5m
10m
25m
50m
75m
100m
Colour and
Size Chart
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No. 332
27.00
(133m approx.)
4.80
7.25
14.35
25.90
37.40
48.90

All Prices in GBP, £3
No. 432
No. 532
27.00
34.00
(200m approx.) (250m approx.)
4.50
6.90
12.50
23.50
32.30
40.30
16.00

I am registered as a small business and therefore do not take, handle, and mark out VAT
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No. 632
34.00
(285m approx.)

Bulk discounts:
A bulk order discount is already incorporated for the prices of measured lengths of thread.
For whole spools I can offer*:
5% discount from 10 spools (all the same thickness; mixing colours is possible)
7% from 20 spools (same thickness, different colour still qualify)
*

For orders through my website only; for orders through third party platforms, please enquire (generally the discount will

be equal or better on my website).
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Crawford’s 4-ply waxed Irish Linen Thread
Crawford’s waxed Irish linen thread is used for a
variety of traditional crafts, including leather
sewing, bookbinding, and all sorts of crafts that
include knotting (like macramé and basket
weaving).
It is probably the best thread for bookbinding
beginners. The thick wax coating makes it easy to
handle and let the chain pattern in Coptic bindings
stand out nicely.
I have the largest selection of colour in the 4-ply range, but also occasionally have other sizes
in stock.
Before using it, it is advisable to run it between your fingers several times to get rid of excess
wax and to give a glossier finish.
I have a broad selection of bright colours to choose from, and it is rare not to find a match for
the colour you are looking for. Some of the colours in my shop can’t even be found in other
stores, like COFFEE, DARK MOSS OR CHERRY.

FULL SPOOL, 50G (not all shades;
approximately 90m)
5M
10M
15M
25M
50M
75M
100M

ALL PRICES IN GBP £4
22.15

COLOUR CHART

4

I am registered as a small business and therefore do not take, handle, and mark out VAT
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4.20
6.90
9.50
14.30
27.30
38.25
49.00
14.00

Bulk Discount
As you can see above, a bulk discount is already worked into the prices for measured lengths above.
For purchases of whole spools I can offer*:
10% from orders of 5 spools,
15% from 10 spools
20% from 20 spools
30% for 30 reels or more.
*

For orders through my website only; for orders through third party platforms, please enquire (generally the discount will be

equal or better on my website).

Shades available on full spools
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Shades available as measured length
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Somac Thread 4/18 and 3/18
This linen thread is produced in England. It is
available in 4-ply and 3-ply, is non-waxed and of
very high quality. It has a matte finish and feels a
bit softer than other bookbinding threads in my
stock.
It should be waxed before sewing leather. Wax
makes the thread on slightly sticky, which makes it
easier to makes knots and looks. At the same time it
reduces friction while pulling through holes and
reduces fraying and accidental loops.
Waxing is recommended for bookbinding, too.
With a bit of practise, however, it can be used as it
is which has some advantages, especially when you are sewing exposed bindings where the
wax on the thread might otherwise attract dust and dirt.
I am selling it both as full 50g spools and as a measured length. When choosing a total of
more than 5m in one strength you can mix colours (minimum length per colour 5m). The
prices incorporate a bulk discount, and the listed steps below are examples.
All prices in GBP, £

50G SPOOL
5M
10M
15M
25M
50M
60M
COLOUR AND SIZE CHART

NEL 18/3
(approx.. 130m) 18.60
4.50
6.75
8.50
12.20
20.20

NEL 18/4
(approx.. 100m) 18.40
4.55
6.85
8.70
12.50
20.90
23.80

8.00

Bulk Discounts
As you can see above, a bulk discount is already
worked into the prices for measured lengths above.
For purchases of whole spools I can offer*:
5% from 5 spools
7% from 10 spools
10% for 20 reels or more.
* For orders through my website
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only; for orders through third party platforms, one tier higher up is applicable.

Available Colours of 3-ply Thread

Available Colours 4-ply Thread
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Goldschild Line Thread (Austrian) NeL 18/3
The Goldschild line thread is advertised as
Londonderry thread in the US and there only sold on
30m spools. I carry the 25g spools, and the whole
range of 26 colours in thickness NeL 18/3.
Goldschild thread is not as tightly twisted as the
other linen threads in my range, and therefore feels
softer. It cannot be broken by hand but has to be
considered weaker, especially since the weaker twist
makes it more vulnerable to abrasion damage.
When waxed before usage, it holds up reasonably
well for sewing books. However, due to its weaker structure, I can only recommend it for
light (one or two section) bindings, and for stab bindings like an Asian binding. It would be
suitable for sewing headbands, though, and could be a nice touch on a rustic book for which
silk thread doesn’t quite seem to match the style.
Goldschild thread is a top choice for a crochet or embroidery thread. The thread is not
suitable for sewing leather other than decorative embroidery stitches.
I sell both whole spools and measured lengths. When choosing a total of more than 5m in one
strength you can mix colours (minimum length per colour 5m). The prices incorporate a bulk
discount, and the listed steps below are examples.

FULL SPOOL, 25G (approximately 90m)
5M
10M
15M
25M
50M
75M
COLOUR CHART

ALL PRICES IN GBP £5
11.85
3.80
5.99
7.70
10.95
17.45
24.80
10.00

Bulk Discount
As you can see above, a bulk discount is already
worked into the prices for measured lengths
above.
For purchases of whole spools I can offer*:
5% from orders of 5 spools,
8% from 20 spools or more.
* For orders through my website
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only; for orders through third party platforms, one tier higher up is applicable.

I am registered as a small business and therefore do not take, handle, and mark out VAT
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Available Colours
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Yue Fung Linen Thread (HongKong Brand)
This high quality linen thread is tightly twisted and
lightly waxed to give it a pleasant sheen and reduce
fraying. It is a beautiful and versatile leather sewing
thread, available in 4 thicknesses with diameters of
0.65mm, 0.55mm, 0.45mm and 0.35mm.
It also serves well as a bookbinding thread,
especially the two thickest threads will serve well
for most exposed bindings. The high twist and the
light waxing makes it possible to use it without
additional wax, but if you run into problems, you can always add some more by hand to tame
the thread a little.
I sell them both on their original 25g spools, and as measured pieces. When choosing a total
of more than 5m in one strength you can mix colours (minimum length per colour 5m). The
prices incorporate a bulk discount, and the listed steps below are examples.
All prices in GBP, £

25G SPOOL
5M
10M
25M
50M
75M
100M
COLOUR AND SIZE
CHART
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0.65
(~50m),
9.99
4.80
7.25
14.35
25.90
37.40
48.90

0.55
(~80m),
9.99
4.50
6.90
12.50
23.50
32.30
40.30
8.00

0.45
(~90m),
9.99

0.35
(~150m),
9.99

Bulk discounts:
A bulk order discount is already incorporated for the prices of measured lengths of thread.
For whole spools I can offer*:
5% discount from 10 spools (same thickness, different colours o.k.)
7% from 20 spools (same thickness, different colour still qualify)
*

For orders through my website only; for orders through third party platforms, one tier higher up is applicable.

Available Shades
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Professional Bookbinding Thread
I am stocking professional bookbinding thread
from Fil Au Chinois (France). This is the
manufacturer of Lin Cable, but this bookbinding
thread is a lin retors, so not cabled but simply
twisted.
It is of course 100% linen thread, made from the
longer line part of the flax fibre. This thread is
suitable for conservation work, and meets the
highest requirements. The Fil Au Chinois, Lin
Retors thread is available in the thicknesses 12,
20, 25, 30, and 40. The thread is thicker if the number is lower.
This thread should be hand waxed before usage. I am normally selling it only in whole 50g
spools because I find this is what is mostly asked after. But feel free to ask for a price for a
measured length.
No. 12
£17.30
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No. 15
£19.00

No. 20
£19.00

No. 25
£19.80

No. 30
£19.80

No. 40
£21.60

Fil Au Chinois, Fil de Lin
This French linen thread is a pleasant simple kitchen
thread. It is sold in 30m balls in only this one white
colour. It is food safe, and can be used to tie up meat,
cabbage rolls, or whatever you need to tie and then
cook. Apart from kitchen use it is good for all kinds
of uses, from building kites to wrapping gifts. It is
probably the strong thread your mother or
grandmother had in that drawer in the kitchen.
It is produced in three different thicknesses which I
all stock. The higher the number the smaller the thread.
No. 86
£11.35

No. 12
£11.35

No. 16
£11.35

Fil Au Chinois, Lin Retors
This 3-ply waxed linen thread is produced as a buttonhole
thread with a diameter approx. 0.43mm. It is a hand sewing
thread that can be used everywhere where a strong thread is
needed, from sewing on buttons to sewing heavier materials
like jeans or leather clothing. This thread is not suitable for use
in a sewing machine.
I find it too thin for most of my books, but I use it for miniature bindings, where it is perfect.
It is also suitable for beading.
It comes in a wide variety
of colours of which I
currently stock fourteen.
I sell the thread on a star
card which holds 20m
and costs £7.95.

6

Currently out of stock
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Varigated Linen Thread Nm 60/3, Stef Francis
Compared to the threads before, this is a thin linen
thread. Great for lace, crochet and embroidery,
and it comes in wonderful, space-dyed colours.
Nm 60/3 converts to NeL 100/3, so it is fairly thin.
Stef Francis is a family owned small business that
hand dyes all their threads in South England.
This thread is sold on skeins which hold 57m of
thread. £4.60 per skein.

Please note that colours can vary dramatically from dye lot to dye lot. See picture below for
example
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Spun Belgian Linen
These threads are 2-ply and spun from organic
Belgian linen in a variety of beautiful natural
colours.
They come in three different thicknesses, 0.6mm
diameter, 0.55mm diameter, and 0.5mm diameter.
Please ask for details before your purchase. Many
colours come in several different sizes, of some I
only have one size available.
I offer them on centre-fed balls of 20g and 50g for £5 and £7 respectively.
They are great natural threads that work well with a range of crafts. You could use it for
crochet, weaving projects, for knotting and tying.
When it comes to bookbinding, because it is not very firmly twisted, and are only 2-ply, I
would only recommend to use it for small items and single section bindings.
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Silk Thread
On my journey to learning bookbinding I first came across
Asian style bindings as a way to make a really quick and
simple book. The structure I learned back then was made
with a linen thread I would also use for other bookbinding
projects, and the structure was very fast and easy to make. I
still employ the method I learned back then for quick and
fast notepads. And I mostly use linen threads for them. I
think there is nothing generally wrong with that: It’s the
thread we use for other bindings, and so it’s what we have
at hand, – and it does the job.
However, if you want to do a proper Japanese/Asian
binding, take your time, learn, maybe read what many
consider THE book “Japanese Bookbinding. Instructions
from a Master Craftsman” by Kojiro Ikegami.
You’ll see that a well made book in this style, is far from
the quick and easy notebooks that are taught in beginner’s
courses. And to make a really authentic looking book, you’ll need to use a silk, rather than a
linen thread.
But there also have been discussions more recently about whether silk might have a place as a
substitute in Western bindings. As silk is of a different strength than linen. It is also
extremely strong, but it reacts better to frequent bends than linen. Then again, it stands up
less well to abrasion, so this will remain a topic for the experts, and I’d recommend a silk
thread for Asian binding, and a linen thread for Western bindings.

Spun, natural silk thread
"super" spun 8/2NM
According to Japanese master bookbinder
Kojiro Ikegami, author of what many consider
THE book about Japanese bookbinding, the
perfect thread for a Japanese binding is a silk
twist about the same thickness as Perle 5
thread.
This silk here is just the right thickness at
400m per 100g. It has the same thickness as
the (simple) spun 12/3 silk you’ll see below.
The "super" spun makes this silk even stronger and more even.
Other than for binding books this is a wonderful material for crochet or knitting, as well as
especially lush macramé. All in all it is just a lush thread, and could serve everywhere where
you are looking for softness combined with strength.
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Nm 5/2 Spun Silk
This silk here is slightly thicker than Perle 5, and is very
suitable for an Asian paper with a cover paper that is
thicker than your average Japanese paper, or made from
fabric or other thicker material. Also a thicker book
would profit from this slightly thicker thread.
Like all these spun silk threads it is a wonderful material
for crochet or knitting, as well as especially lush
macramé. It is a lush thread, and could serve everywhere
where you are looking for softness combined with strength.

Nm 12/3 spun silk
This is pure silk, strong and at the same time so deliciously
soft as only silk can be.
For traditional Japanese bookbinding the sewing thread
should be made from silk and have about the same
thickness as Perle 5 cotton, according to master
bookbinder Kojiro Ikegami, author of what many consider
THE book about Japanese bookbinding. This is just the
right thickness for that.
Other than for binding books this is a wonderful material
for crochet or knitting, as well as especially lush macramé.
You can use it as it is, but it also takes different dyes well.

Undyed Spun Silk Prices
I offer this silk on carboard chips (10m), as small skeins (30m), small centre fed balls of 20g, and centre
fed balls of 50g.

10M
30M
20G BALL
50G BALL
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“SUPER” SPUN
NM 8/2
£3.60
£6.00
£11.00 (~80m)
£22.50 (~ 180m)

SPUN NM 5/2

SPUN NM 12/3

£5.00
£6.50
£9.00 (~50m)
£19.50 (~110m)

£3.30
£5.00
£10.00 (~ 80m)
£20.00 (~ 180m)

Fine Silk Thread, Stef Francis
This fine silk thread is prefect for quick traditional
headbands. It can also be used for miniature or other
slim books, or for Asian stab bindings when used in
double or triple thickness.
Stef Francis is a family run small business in South
England where the thread is hand dyed. There are
lots of wonderful colours available, some just have a
slight variation that makes the colour pop and appear
more organic, others come in wild varigations.
This thread is sold on skeins which hold 28m and come at £4.60 per skein.
Please note that all Stef Francis colours can vary dramatically for different dye lots.
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Silk Perle 5, Stef Francis
Kojiro Ikegami (Master Craftsman of Japanese
Bookbinding) recommends Perle 5 silk thread for
most (Asian stab) bindings.
I also used it for endbands for slightly more rustic
volumes. The beautiful, lustrous quality of silk still
makes it look gorgeous, and the thickness makes for
quick stitching.
Of course it can also be used for general embroidery
and stitching.
Like all Stef Francis threads these are hand-dyed in a range of beautiful colours from faded
tones to popping colours.
Length per skein is 12 m, once skein costs £4.60
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Filament Silk Thread, Stef Francis
This silk thread has an incredibly beautiful shine
and deep saturated colours.
I used it for endbands. It is not easy to use, as it
consists of a multitude of fine fibres rather loosely
twisted, and which thus like to hold on to the spine
lining, or even just to dry flecks on my hands.
But it’s well worth the trouble using it. I have never
seen a thread more beautiful than this.
Sold on skeins, each holds 36m of thread and costs £4.60.
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Stranded Silk, Stef Francis
This is a medium to thick yarn that can easily be
split down to fewer strands if a finer thread is
required. It is hand dyed in South England by a
family run business.
Being a bookbinding I myself am always looking
for how to use thread for books, and I found that
this is a really beautiful thread to use for Asian stab
bindings, especially for thicker volumes and those
with a cover made from a thicker material. For
example for stab-stitched albums.
The number of strands in the thread is 12, and the thread in one skein has a length of 6m.
Each skein comes at £4.60.
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Braided Silk, Stef Francis
This braided silk is an incredibly strong silk braid of
medium weight. It is useful in embroidery as it is
very round and has a central core.
It is useful in general craft work where the high
strength can be asset; for example for jewellery
making, for making a necklace, etc.
For bookbinding I see it mostly as a thread for stab
bindings and decorative elements like tassles on stab
bindings.
Stef Francis is a family owned small business, and all thread is hand dyed in South England
in an extensive range of varigated colours.
I am frequently asked about its diameter, but it is hard or impossible to measure with a
calliper gauge because it is compressible, and the callipers will just press it together. I would
say, in a relaxed state it is about 1mm thick, but it will get considerably thinner when pulled.
It is sold on skeins of about 18m length and cost £5.60 per skein.
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Rope and Twine
Everlasto Jute Twine
This Everlasto Jute twine is relatively coarse and
available in 5 different colours. One spool has
approximately 50m. It is made of 100% jute
which is a natural fibre which makes the thread
biodegradable. It can be used for all kinds of
knotting and binding in the garden.
I also use it for book cords, and for crocheting
things like containers and coasters.
One spool is £3.99.
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Baker’s Twine
Everlasto Baker’s twine, a beautiful 100% cotton
thread ideal for a wide variety of paper projects
and for packaging. Both the thread and its
packaging are biodegradable which makes it a
ecological choice and usable in the garden, too.
It is sold on spools with about 100m, £10.50 per
spool.

Available colour combinations are: yellow-black, green-black, red-black, orange-black, blueblue, yellow-pink, green-white, red-green,
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Parchment
This is real parchment, not paper. The pieces are
trimmings from the sides from cutting out pieces of
parchment from a skin. They are of variable
thickness, stiffness, size, shape, and colour/tone (all
vary between white and cream tones).
These parchment cut-offs are great training pieces
for calligraphers or might even be good for
miniature paintings. They can be used in modeland doll making. They serve a bookbinder well for
binding on parchment strips, are suitable for miniature parchment bindings, or for decorations
in original Coptic style. (Coptic bindings were often decorated by punching holes and cutting
slits into the covering leather and then lace in thin parchment strips.) I have patched pieces of
these together and used them as covers for limp parchment bindings with a great rustic effect.
I have all these pieces in a large box, and if you choose the "mixed as they come" option, I'll
take one after the other from the top.
If you choose "sorted by hand", I'll look at them before packing. You could choose to only
buy bendable pieces, or only really stiff pieces, or those that have two white sides, have two
smooth sides, ... Let me know what you need, and I'll then put aside by hand, those that don't
fit. Your specification has to be simple enough so that I can quickly decide whether or not to
put a specific piece for you. Just let me know as "message to seller" during checkout, or write
me a convo.
mixed as they come
sorted by hand

£20.60 per 100g
£23.20 per 100g

Bookbinding Kits and Instructions
I have made various bookbinding kits over the
years. They are mostly one of a kind, and thus not
really suitable for listing in a catalogue like this
one. I usually have a few for different price ranges
available, from leather bound books with a
longstitch binding, over paperback medieval
variations to Coptic 2-needle Coptic hardcover
journals.
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Bits and Bops
John James Bookbinding needles, No. 18, sharp
single needle
pack of 5
pack of 25

Pure Beeswax, 30g bar
Bleached/white £3.40
Yellow £2.60
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£1.50
£2.50
£6.00

Shipping Prices
All shipping is free when ordering through email to destinations
within the UK and paying by BACS.
Small and light items (no thicker than 1cm)
destination
UK
Europe
USA
Everywhere
Else

value <£20*
£0.00 First Class
£2.50 International Standard (no
tracking)
£3.70 International Standard (no
tracking)
£3.50

value >£50*
£0.00 First Class Signed For
£6.00 International Tracked and Signed
£7.00 International Tracked and/or
Signed
£7.00 International Tracked and/or
Signed

Medium size and weight items (small parcel, up to 5cm thickness)
destination
UK
Europe
USA
Everywhere
Else

value <£20*
£3.00 First Class
£8.00 International Standard (no
tracking)
£17.00 International Standard (no
tracking)
£11.50 International Standard (no
tracking)

value >£50*
£4.00 First Class Signed For
£12.00 International Tracked and
Signed
£20.50 International Tracked and/or
Signed
£15.50 International Tracked and/or
Signed

* for items of a value between 20 and 50 pounds, I decide on a case-by-case basis, depending on how
much I spent on materials and other factors like size

Large Items
Depending on what you are ordering, prices may change if your order is large. Sometimes I’ll be able to
absorb the price (i.e. I can make it free for you) sometimes
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